
Callum Robertson: Demo Reel Breakdown

The contents of this PDF were hand drawn in pencil, white pencil, pen and ink, in January 2014. 
I wrote the stories, adapting one from a comic already on this blog site and another is a more recent 
idea. Initially I built them to be hard copies, as seen below. I built the print files digitally, then hand 
cut and hand bound several copies of each story: DOG and AWAY. AWAY is a new take on science 
fiction, whilst DOG is a humorous take on mythology and today’s world.



ITS COMMON IN SCI-FI FOR THE ALIEN TO BE 
THREATENING AND VIOLENT. TO PROTECT HIMSELF, 
MANKIND RESPONDS WITH VIOLENCE OF HIS OWN.

CAN THIS STATUS QUO BE SHAKEN?
CAN SCI-FI BREAK THE RULES?

CALLUM ROBERTSON
cjdrobertson@gmail.com

comics: cjdrcomics.wordpress.com

STORY ONE: AWAY





1A - travelling at us, a sphere catches distant starlight and renders itself into form.

1B - soon we see it to be synthetic.

AWAY: OPENING SEQUENCE



2A - it collides with us and we plunge through its shell.

2B - and we end up behind an imprisoned alien creature staring out at his captors who are 
rotating a hologram of Earth with their arms.



3A - the glow of the hologram reflects off the prisoners head.

3B - the captors rotate and enlarge portions of the Earth hologram. Its glow reveals many more imprisoned 
creatures in the background. These guys are intergalactic poachers.



4A - the captors select a location on Earth - around Wellington, New Zealand - and a hologram of the spherical ship 
appears. A shaft of light mimics a potential route of travel.

4B - the camera aligns the prisoner behind the captor. The prisoner’s knuckles clench to the bars.



5A - we see more of the prisoner - a formidable bladed tail sweeping catlike in the cell. The captor is unaware.

5B - the captor thrusts forward to set the ship on course. His dreadlock-like appendages whip backward and the 
prisoner takes his opportunity.



6A

6B - the second captor hears the noise...



7A - ...and he finds his comrade slumped.

7B - the prisoner, having hidden behind the slumped poacher, abruptly launches out...



8A - ...and grabs his second victim.

8B - pulling him into a vicious attack only our ears can piece together.



9A - the prisoner ‘helps’ his captor open the cage.

9B - the bars lift.



10A - the unfortunate poachers are jettisoned.

10B - their bodies drift toward a large Earth-like planet as the ship travels away.



11A - free at last, the alien finds himself on a ship that’s now his - heading at any moment to New Zealand, Earth.

11B - the ship begins its method of interstellar travel - it lights up to a ball of white light. 

Again we have a shot of a sphere in the middle of the screen. For humanity, this is all space travel has ever been - 
from the subatomic to the universal - just spherical bodies in space.



12A - then the ship purely disappears from the inside out. There is no sound.

12B - Tranquil New Zealand bush forest. A pure black ball opens up in the trees. Still no sound.



13A - at once, the ship fills the black orb of space. Trees and ferns, bisected by the object, roll off its surface, 
cut cleanly.

13B - the exact same sized ball of matter, having instantaneously swapped places with the ship, now finds itself 
adrift in space where the ship originated.



14A - now cut to a lumbering old car covered in Green political bumper stickers.

14B - this antithesis to the technology we’ve just witnessed rumbles down a backwater New Zealand road, headed 
into a national park



15A

15B - the spaceship door opens, harsh New Zealand sunlight floods in.



16A - our human hero brakes too hard, sending his pile of University textbooks flying off the passenger seat

16B - he has manic hippie hair, an old t-shirt. He is a Biology student. He pulls the handbrake, looking a little 
worn out.



17A/B - he has a conversation with himself, pretending that his University books are nagging him in high pitched 
voices to get back to studying. Rather than a drab, down and out guy, Hector immediately shows us his
humorous and eccentric personality.



18A/B - Tui, a New Zealand native bird, sings peacefully. But it is then violently pounced upon by a shark -like 
spiny flash.



19A - Hector says to himself while warm sunlight through the foliage dots across his face.

19B - he continues down the trail, deeper into the bush.



20A - the alien, like an apex predator among the ferns, delicately holds the warmly dead Tui, almost as if it didn’t 
mean to kill it.

20B - but then, like a delinquent’s cigarette butt, the alien flicks the dead bird away without a thought.



21A - Hector’s walk is interrupted by the upsetting sight of a usually raucous native bird stone dead in the middle 
of the trail.

21B - gently, a visibly upset Hector picks the body up.



22A - not 5 metres away the alien’s tail wags at the sight of far more interesting prey.

22B - Hector wonders aloud. The alien’s tail reaches out like a muscular snake. Disturbingly silent, it hovers above 
Hector’s mop of hair, poised.



23A - the tail explosively turns rigid, striking Hector unconscious with the flat side.

23B - the alien drags Hector aboard, struggling slightly with the similarly sized human’s dead weight. Just a bit 
of the alien’s clumsiness is revealed. Just enough for us to suspect that he might be more animal than calculated 
superintellectual. 













I initially began this story as a graphic novel. I produced 76 pages of pen and ink work. 
They can be viewed at this blog address - http://cjdrcomics.wordpress.com
I have since revised large segments of the story, improving it, I feel, from how I did it in the
comics. For example, I now think the aliens shouldn’t be able to speak English.









A scene where Hector gains some insight into the alien’s nature. Hector, stressed out, worried about his family 
missing him, sulks in the fields surrounding the alien’s dwelling. He is unaware the alien is passing by.

Hector hears something.
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Not shy, the alien sits beside Hector and raises his finger slowly towards the human’s weird looking face. 

Hector, perplexed and powerless, watches the claw draw closer.
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Hector clasps his unbitten fingers as the alien rolls backward into a handstand...

...and pushes himself up onto his feet.
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He then turns, and as if Hector was never there, cooly struts away.

Leaving Hector really confused. After Hector’s sale falls through, the alien is left with Hector to maintain until 
another buyer is found. Until then Hector is like a pet to him. This scene was the alien amusing himself with 
Hector the same way one might approach a friend’s dog.
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STORY TWO: DOG







1A - “I’d had falling dreams before, but I awoke no less terrified. On a hard surface. Clearly not my bed.”

1B - “I remember having the most splitting headache. And lots of bright, bright sunlight...”



2A - “Immediately I reached for my head.”

2B “Only it wasn’t there.”



3A - “I sat there for hours, on top of the pyramid (which was strange in itself, but low on my list of concerns). 
I spent the time coming to terms with my fate, which defied all the knowledge I’d accumulated about the world to 
date.”

3B - “As the sun lowered I thought, if I was now some kind of God, shouldn’t I have powers? I tried summoning 
sandstorms, thunderstorms, avalanches... generic Godly stuff.”



4A - “Nothing was happening, no matter how hard I tried.”

4B - “Until I felt something curling around my fingers. It was just sand. But I could move it with my mind! It was a 
start...”



5A - “It was easy to get the hang of, as if I’d always been able to do it. Soon I’d mastered basic shapes.”

5B - “At the speed of thought, the sand would transform in and out of any substance or object I could visualize. 
Apples to oranges to diamonds to water, even a soccer ball I used to have...”



6A - “I could build and destroy.”

6B - “My new head. It had taken me. My old life, my precious memories - they were fading as the exhilarating 
feeling of ultimate power flooded in.”



7A - “I had been chosen. Me and me alone. To be a God among men.”

7B - “Scale was no object. With the sand I could do as I wanted. I built a staircase, marble white, to descend the 
pyramid and enter the world.”



8A - “For all to see.”

8B - “To be honest I disappeared up myself a little bit, with that outfit, and the stairs dramatically wisping away 
behind me.”



9A - “But then I noticed the sun swiftly setting. There’d be no point in making my big Godly entrance in the 
dark.”

9B - “So I had to postpone it and sleep rough on the pyramid overnight. Yes indeed, it was a terrific start. Certainly 
not a sign of things to come or anything.”





10A - “I only allowed working folk - media, researchers, diplomats, etc- into the upper reaches of my new pad.”

10B - “I could shut them all up just by walking into the room...”



11A - “...even if they were Live.”

11B - “It was so much fun. I’d pick someone and ask them what they thought of my architecture. Is it ugly? Do you 
like that wall?...”



12A - “...then I’d just rearrange it all in front of them. Maybe a bridge here. Maybe I’ll open this space out. The 
looks on their faces - priceless. Logic and reason disintegrating before their very eyes.”

12B - “When I was tired of people I practiced my powers alone in my water dome.”



13A - “I discovered that my abilities had limitations.”

13B - “I was unable to freely sculpt my body the same way I could the sand. When I tried, it just fell off.”



14A - “If I didn’t know how something worked, or what it felt like, I couldn’t make it. That meant I was way out of 
luck when it came to electronics.”

14B - “I spent so much time in my own world I became unaware of the people lurking behind me in the shadows. 
Little did I know that my power had become a magnet for the best, and worst, the human race had in its midst.”





15A - “One day I met a Zimbabwean man - a decent guy. But then he began telling me about all these gruesome 
military regimes. I couldn’t show him how disturbed I really was.”

15B - “He said to me - ‘Most will read about it and get angry, but do nothing. Or can do nothing. But you... you can 
do something. Yet you do nothing also!’ ”



16A - “Why!?” he asked me. “Are you a God? Or are you just a dog?”

16B





17A - “Look lad, seriously, you need to create some flush toilets for this place...”

17B - “Man, I don’t know how plumbing works! Even if I did, how am I supposed to know how to connect it to 
Cairo’s sewer system!?

SIX SHORT SCENES



18A - “I was determined to create working electronics. 155 iPhone copy attempts later...”

18B - “It works!!!”
“Yes! finally, great work. Well done. Congrats. Any chance of a beer refill?”



19A - “My temple had but a few rules.”

19B - “Taken up sculpture have ya lad?”



20A - “You must be Mr Sheikh...”

20B - “Sorry, uh, ignore that. My subconscious gets the better of me sometimes.”







21A - “If Kanye West is a God, why hasn’t he visited me yet?”
“I wouldn’t know. Maybe he’s a little shy among his equals. Beer?”

21B - “Good lad!”
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